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communities
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Benefits of
higher
education to
individuals

People who complete a bachelor’s
degree have
• higher earnings
• lower rates of unemployment
and underemployment
• lower rates of incarceration
• and higher rates of civic
engagement.

PA has cut
funding for
Higher Ed

PA has cut funding
for Higher Ed
Despite some recent
increases in the last
few years, PA has cut
funding for higher
education since the
great recession. State
spending per student
has dropped by 33.4%
between 2008 and
2019, the sixth worst
decrease among the
50 states.

CBPP analysis using College Board,
“Trends in College Pricing 2019,”
https://research.collegeboard.org/pdf/tr
ends- college-pricing-2019-fullreport.pdf.

PA has cut funding
for higher Ed
On a per student
basis, state
spending has
dropped by $2,538
between 2008 and
2019, the 9th worst
in the country.

Tuition has
increased at PA
public four-year
colleges

• Tuition has increased by
20.3% in PA between 2008
and 2019
• Tuition has increased by an
average of $2,521 per
student

Tuition has
increased at PA
Community
Colleges

• Tuition has increased by 41.3 in PA
between 2008 and 2019
• Tuition has increased by an average of
$1,603 per student
• (And the base was relatively high
compared to other states)

College is less
affordable in PA than
most other states and
is even more
unaffordable for Black
and brown families—
Four-Year Colleges
Net price is published
tuition fees, room and
board and books and
supplies minus the
average aid received by
a student

Average Net Price at Public Four-Year University as
Share of Median Household Income of Families,
2018
• All Pennsylvania Families: 34%; Tied with
Alabama for second from the bottom (of 50
states).
• White non-Hispanic Pennsylvania families:
32%; worst in the nation (of 50 states).
• Black Pennsylvania Families: 56%; worst in
the nation (of 42 states).
• Hispanic Pennsylvania Families: 48% worst in
the nation (of 42 states).
• Asian Pennsylvania Families: 27%; worst in
the nation (of 37 states).

Source: CBBP analysis of American Community Survey 1-Year
Estimates (Table B19013) and NCES Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System Association, “Data Downloads: State
Higher Education Finance (SHEF) Report,” SHEF, accessed January
26, 2021, https://shef.sheeo.org/data-downloads/.

College is less
affordable in PA than
most other states and
is even more
unaffordable for Black
and brown families—
Community Colleges
Net price is published
tuition fees, room and
board and books and
supplies minus the
average aid received by
a student

Average Net Price at Community Colleges as Share
of Median Household Income of Families, 2018
• All Pennsylvania Families: 13%; Tied with 3
other states for 17th from the bottom (of 49
states)
• White non-Hispanic Pennsylvania families:
12%; Tied with 2 others states for 15th from
the bottom (of 49 states)
• Black Pennsylvania Families: 21%; Tied with 4
other states for 7th from the bottom (of 41
states)
• Hispanic Pennsylvania Families: 18% Tied
with 2 others states for 5th from the bottom
(of 43 states)
• Asian Pennsylvania Families: 10%; Tied with
2 other states for 5th from the bottom (of 37
states)

The impact of
unaffordable higher
education

• Students are deterred from
enrolling.
• Students from low-income families
are especially deterred. Higher
education is less likely to serve as
an engine of social mobility.
• Diversity in higher education is
reduced.
• Low-income students may be
pushed towards less-selective
public institutions reducing their
future earnings

Immediate
solution:
Nellie Bly
Scholarship

• $199 million program to provide
financial assistance to targeted full
time students enrolled in the
PASSHE system.
• Priority to students pursing careers
in education
• Students must agree to stay in PA
after graduation for the number of
years they received the scholarship.
• Need-based program to fill the gap
between financial aid and other
assistance and the cost of tuition,
fees, and a portion of the cost of
campus housing, books, and
supplies
• The scholarship converts to a loan if
the student moves out of the
commonwealth early.

Long-term
solution: PA
Promise Plan
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